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Abstract: With the rapid development of Internet and Internet
Penetration into automobile industry, more and more people
search and browse automobile related parts and information on
the Internet before making and purchase. We focus on the task of
the analyzing, predicting and give a platform for a customer to
purchase the automobile parts easily where the user has the
intention to purchase particular parts. The main intention of this
website is to help the customers in purchasing their automobile
and satisfying them on the basis of their budget and as well as the
comfort from the automobile. We have surveyed some websites
(indiamart.com; boodmo.com; spareshub.com). The website also
provides the automobile designs based on the budget entered by
the customer and sorts all the designs from the admin’s portal
according to the selected automobiles parts by the users. This is an
informative website created for the benefit of users that promotes
personalization i.e. creating customized automobiles according to
user’s wish and desire which can also be used for racing purpose.
Keywords: Vehicle Identification Number (VIN), General
Public License (GPL), Advanced Micro Devices (AMD).

1. Introduction
Customization of cars and motorcycles has always been an
expression of their owners’ personalities and sense of
individualities. The word customization refers to modification
or personalization, according to one’s tastes, visual preferences,
performance requirements, and so on. The origins of car
customization date back to the pre-World war era in the history
of the automobiles. The first forms of customization were
carried out by European and North American farmers who
would tinker with their pick-up trucks and old Model Ts,
making functional modifications to their suspension and
chassis, adding hooks, winches and farm tools and equipment
in order to use their vehicles on the farm. Over the last decade
the customization industry has seen many names rise from
being passionate enthusiasts to professional car and/or
motorcycle customization outfits. Some of them undertake
individual projects and do one-off builds for exclusive clients –
enthusiasts, celebrities, and others with a lot of money at their
disposal with a need to stand out from among the crowd. In a
very short period of time, the customization industry has picked
up surprisingly and formed quite a chunk of the Indian
automotive market. Anyone looking to customize and add a
little zing to their car/motorcycle should no longer find it
difficult to get what they’re particularly looking for. So go on,
love your cars and bikes that little bit extra, portray that streak
of individuality and connect to your ride a little more.

Fig. 1. Automobile (bike) parts for customization

2. Motivation and background
Customization is a concept that is being followed from old
times by many people in order to personalize their vehicles in
automobile industry. More and more people are overwhelmed
with this new era of automobile industry as in today’s times
there are many fields available such as gaming ,car racing , bike
racing, exhibitions of customized cars, new innovations in the
design of automobiles and many more where people get a
chance to showcase their customization and win exciting prizes
for it .Moreover it also helps to track the budget of customer as
the customer can desire for the parts he wishes to add in his/her
design model thereby reducing the manufacture cost.
3. Objective
The main objective that we want to achieve is to reduce the
human interaction in the traditional commerce by providing the
customers with online mode of purchasing different spare parts
and also enquiring about it. We also look forward to reduce the
manufacturing cost and the production time and to make
customization easy for customers.

Fig. 2. Automobiles (car) spare parts

We aim to focus on the actual needs of customers and give
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them their desired spare parts on the basis of the budget
entered by them. Our goal is to analyze the customer
customers with a platform where they can buy the products
requirements and perform data mining on the data collected
and also perform the sentimental analysis on the results. We
want to provide the online and also use the data provided by
our website to buy the products from other stores with good
discounts available.
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product by performing data mining.
It will also provide the shop details for your further
purchase.
One can also get designs according to the budget
entered by the customer.
5. Guidelines

4. Problem statement
Nowadays, manual assembly systems are typically
individual workbenches for each stage in the assembly process.
The parts get passed manually from station to station singularly
or in batches. However, there are many variations to manual
assembly. For example, you could also use a singular assembly
line with a manual transfer conveyor. In this case, workers stand
at a specific station along the line and manually push the parts
down the line as its being assembled. Hence, more human
interaction is required also this process is time consuming
A. Problems in traditional commerce
Traditional commerce involves several stages in its
manufacturing and purchasing processes. The first stage
comprises manufactures, brand owners and exporters. The next
stage is importers and wholesalers and further retailers and
consumers. Thus the overall process is time consuming and
costly sometimes.

Fig. 4. System block diagram

6. Conclusion
The proposed system will provide user to choose the
automobile parts under their budget of their choice. Hence user
will get a customized model at the end. With the rapid
development of Internet and Internet Penetration into
automobile industry, more and more people search and browse
automobile related parts and information on the Internet before
making and purchase. We focus on the task of the analyzing,
predicting and give a platform for a customer to purchase the
automobile parts easily where the user has the intention to
purchase a particular part. The main intention of this website is
to help the customers in purchasing their automobile and
satisfying them on the basis of their budget and as well as the
comfort from the automobile. We have surveyed some websites
(indiamart.com; boodmo.com; spareshub.com)
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